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Welcome to Peak Season! Your instruction manual to having big arms. If you are a gym
enthusiast, bodybuilding competitor or anything in between and arms is a muscle group you
have struggled to put gains on, this is the book for you. Inside you will find all my go to exercises
with sets and reps, nutrition before and after training, etc. This regiment will challenge you
because in the gym you should challenge yourself to the fullest but in the end it will be rewarding.
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Training6.Conclusion7.Bonus GalleryPrefaceWelcome to my book. Thank you for purchasing
and congratulations. By making it to the start of the first page you’ve already proven you’re ready
to take your training a step above just going to the gym. You’re going to take advantage of every
tool at your disposal and use those tools to sculpt unbelievable arms.It might not seem all that
impressive, but you’re already off to a great start. Given my journey and my upbringing I’d
become a firm believer in the importance of focused effort. Regardless of how much talent
someone has or what life hands them, the person that works harder will always be the one who
comes out on top. Well, not just harder, you’ve got to work smarter too. Sure, you can work hard
and be dedicated to your own self-improvement, but if you’re looking to have jaw dropping arms,
you need to do things the right way. And that’s where this book comes in. I’m known for my arms
because they’re objectively massive. It’s why I’ve earned the nickname “Arms Mcgee”. Though to
be frank, my arms grew more than most because I knew what I was doing early on and I never
stopped pushing myself.I was fortunate that I learned to train my arms optimally from the start
because otherwise I would’ve taken a whole heck of a lot longer to get to where I am today. So I
guess what I’m trying to say is that this book is here so I can pass on what I do best and guide
the next generation of Arms Mcgees to develop arms even bigger than mine. Whatever your arm
goals are, you can achieve them. You just need to stay focused, believe in yourself, and avoid
getting down in the dumps about genetics. You can overcome any and all restraints with hard
work.1An Introduction
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